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Abstract 
This paper presents about our research in social search. Generally, the research in social search falls into two principal 
challenges. The first challenge is how to find more relevant answers to the question. The second one is how to increase speed in 
finding relevant answers. 
Recently, we had provided two algorithms called Asknext and Question Waves to find more relevant answers compared to the 
baseline algorithm BFS. But, the search speed of the two proposed algorithms still the subject to improve. 
In this paper, we introduce the agents’ ability of learning the answers from the interactions with other agents so that they can 
quickly answer the question of other agents. We model this learning process by implementing the concept of data caching as the 
short-term memory of each social search agent. The result improvement of the speediness and the reduction of the number of 
messages used to communicate between agents, after apply agent's short-term memory concept, demonstrates the usefulness of 
the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction 
The advent of online social networks and the advances on artificial intelligence encourage the automation of 
social search within the village paradigm1 in the information search process. The village paradigm consists on 
asking someone that may satisfy information needs; while the alternative paradigm, the library1, consists in 
accessing a document that may contain the answer through a catalogue.  
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The library paradigm has been largely automated, in the case of the web, there are several search engines that 
automate their features in large scale. The village paradigm is also present in the web in the form of Q&A portals 
and forums, but this paradigm, even being the oldest, has been less automated than the library paradigm. One key 
aspect of the village paradigm is query routing, which consists in finding a candidate that may satisfy the 
information need. 
Although search engines provide fast results, they usually provide a large list of documents in which the desired 
information can be found, but there is not much help with searching through the list of documents provided. In that 
vein, Smyth et al. 2 note that 70% of the time users are searching for information previously found by their friends or 
colleagues. For these reasons, there are recently developed tools, such as HeyStacks2 or the +1 button of Google, 
that contribute to the sharing of interesting results.  
Social search3, a related term to village paradigm, is a type of search that uses social interactions, implicitly or 
explicitly, to get results or answers. One of the key aspects of social search is finding someone that can provide a 
relevant answer, it is the query routing. Considering social search, query-routing has been applied to several 
domains, such as Internet browsers4, question answering1,5,6 and recommender systems 7.  
We see the automation of the village paradigm as a clear application of social machines, where each user is 
represented by an agent that works on behalf of him. These agents increase the users bandwidth allowing them to 
take more actions, and at the same time increase the availability of the users. 
We consider working with unstructured P2P social networks for social search, as social networks are inherently 
bottom-up. Query routing can be automated and we consider this automation workable through intelligent agents. 
Each user has an agent that represents her, each of these agents has a contact lists that contains the agents owned by 
the people in the contact list of its owner. When a user ui has an information need, she requests it to her agent ai. The 
agent ai first will check its knowledge base, if it can satisfy the information of its owner it will do it and finish its 
task. Otherwise, the agent will send the question to a subset of its contact list, and each of the agents that receive the 
message can either ignore it, answer it with their knowledge base, show the question to its owner with the aim that 
she answers, or forward the question to a subset of its contacts (in such case the process continues, as the new 
receivers can perform the same tasks). 
For each question, the agents can play three roles: 
x Questioner: The questioner is the agent who started the question. 
x Answerer: An answerer is an agent who answers a question with the agent’s own knowledge or its user’s 
knowledge. 
x Mediator: A mediator is an agent who receives a question and forwards it to others. They also may forward an 
answer that they receive from another mediator or an answerer, action that it is called “asking-next” 
The classification of the query-routing algorithms used in those domains is based on whether the algorithms are 
unicast or multicast. In unicast query-routing algorithms, a query is only sent to one acquaintance or user 5,8,9 while 
multicast algorithms are the ones in which a query is sent to many of them4,6,7. 
Recently, we had proposed two multicast query routing algorithms in social search using search agents called 
"Asknext"6 that used stop messages (SM) and "Question Waves" (QW)10. The second does not only improve 
significantly the number of relevance answers compared to the first one and much more compared to the generic 
Breadth-First Search (BFS)4 but also reduces notably the number of exchange messages, which caused perturbing of 
searching process, between agents.  
However, according to our recent experiments, QW and Asknext did not give a promising speed to social search 
as BFS. The reason of this decrease of the speed is because QW and Asknext introduce messages delay where the 
algorithms increase the scalability, that is good, but the time needed to satisfy a question is also increased, that is a 
drawback to be partly solved in this paper.  
There are several possibilities to speed up the answers in this social search protocols and algorithms, notably 
reshaping the QA social network so that the relevant users or their agents are closely connected to questioners and 
thus relevant answers can get the questioners in lower time, by fine tuning the trust algorithms so that the real 
relevant users are at the top of the contact lists, natural language resources for matching more accurately the 
expertise, or introduce some learning capabilities to the agents regarding the answers they are asking-next.  
This paper focuses on the last possibility, proposing simple learning mechanisms as a first step of the 
improvement of the speed of question answering in social networks. Neither in BFS, Asknext, and QW the 
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questioners do not remember the answers sent by their friends (answerers) so the questioners need to request to the 
answerers again in the case they need again the same answers of their previous questions. In case that the agents 
were able to remember the answers that they received previously, it would be possible to improve the system 
scalability and reduce the time needed to satisfy a question.  
To overcome this bottle-neck, we propose to grant agents with the ability of learning from the received answers. 
As a first, simple solution we propose to use a short-term memory model implemented as an embedded cache 
memory for each agent, so that each agent can get the reusable answer from its cache or from its closest friend cache 
quickly. Being it a workable solution will inspire us for future further expansions of the learning ability for the 
question answering agents. 
Section 2 contains a brief literature review of social search algorithms used in our experiments including BFS, 
Asknext and QW. In Section 3, we detail the problem we contribute to. In Section 4, principles of agent's short-term 
memory are presented. In Section 5, simulations data are described. In Section 5, we show our experiment results. 
Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions and future work are presented. 
2. On Multicast Query-routing Algorithms Applied in Social Search 
 
Milgram’s experiments9, which were carried out in 1960s, consisted in a set of participants where each one was 
requested to deliver a document to a different target person. In case that the participant knew the target, she should 
send directly the document to; otherwise she must send the document to someone else more likely to deliver the 
document to the target person. The number of participants was 296, the 73% of which followed the instructions. 
Each time the document was forwarded, there was a probability that the receiver drops it. As a result, 64 folders 
reached their target person. 
Under our point of view, Milgram’s experiments can be considered as the basis of query-routing in unstructured 
P2P social networks. P2P query-routing algorithms can be classified as unicast or multicast. In the case of unicast 
query-routing, each requester sends the query to one and only one candidate. In the case of multi-cast the query is 
sent to more candidates at a time than the unicast, and many multi-cast algorithms use all the acquaintances as 
candidates.  
The Social Query Model (SQM)5, allows a better understanding of unicast query-routing. The SQM is a 
probabilistic model that indicates the probability of obtaining a relevant answer. SQM is represented in equation 1 
and considers the following parameters: 
x The expertise ei ϵ [0,1] indicates the probability that the node ai answers a query, with a probability 1- ei that the 
node ai forwards the query. 
x The correctness wi ϵ [0,1] indicates the probability that the answer provided by the node ai is correct.  
x The response rate ri,j ϵ [0,1] indicates the probability that a node aj accepts a query from node ai. The probability 
that a node aj drops the query is then 1- ri,j. 
x The policy Ɏ௝ of a node ai is a probability distribution that indicates the probability of selecting neighbours of ai 
(Ni) when ai decides to forward a query; concretely, each Ɏ୨୧ indicates the probability that ai forwards the query to 
aj. 
௜ܲ ൌ ݓ௜݁௜ ൅ ሺͳ െ ݁௜ሻ ෍ ߨ௝௜
௡
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(1) 
What we can extract from SQM and Milgram’s paradigm is that, yet it is possible to find a target person, that in 
the case of social search would be someone able to provide a relevant answer, the probability of finding her is really 
affected by ri,j and wi.  Furthermore, if someone drops the query then the answer will not be found, and the requester 
will not know that the search process has been stopped. In the case of multi-cast query routing, where the requester 
and each candidate can send the request to many candidates, the process continues when someone drops the query. 
The most usual multicast query-routing algorithm is the Breadth First Search (BFS) or flooding; it has been used 
for example in [2] and [6]. In BFS, the requester sends the question to all her acquaintances. The receivers of the 
message answer or forward the question to all their acquaintances. BFS shows higher probability of answering the 
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question, and will answer it faster too, but requires a high number of messages that threatens the system scalability. 
With the aim to limit the query propagation, BFS often uses the Time-To-Live (TTL). TTL is initialized to the value 
that indicates the maximum number of hops: each time that a question message is forwarded the TTL value is 
decreased by one hop, and when its value is 0 it cannot be further forwarded. 
Recently, with the Asknext protocol 6, we proposed the usage of stop messages (SM) that aim to stop the question 
propagation when the information need related to the query message is satisfied. In our previous work, Asknext 
reduced 20 times the number of messages compared to BFS in a social network of almost 400 users. The idea is that 
when an agent receives an answer that satisfies the query it sends a SM to the other nodes that also forwarded the 
query. When an agent receives a SM, it stops searching answers and forwards the SM to the nodes that have been 
requested by it. SM needs that answer messages and stop messages travel faster than question messages, Asknext 
solves it introducing a delay in the question messages in base of the distance to the questioner; considering that the 
period of forwarding an answer or a SM is RT and the current distance to the questioner is r , the period of 
forwarding the question FT can be found using equation 2. 
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In average SM reduce the number of messages, but questions need more time to be satisfied. 
More recently, we proposed the algorithm Question Waves (QW)10,11 to take advantage of the properties of 
Asknext protocol. The idea of QW is delaying question propagation inversely proportional to the probability that the 
acquaintance will find the answer: the agents with high probability of satisfying the information need will be 
requested as fast as possible, while the acquaintances with a low probability will be requested after a high delay. In 
QW, each question message corresponds to an attempt of satisfying the information need. QW also introduces other 
mechanisms: delays in the answers with the aim that further and better answers arrive first. QW not only reduces the 
number of messages but its special characteristic is that the answers arrive sorted by relevance or probability of 
satisfying the information need. QW is naturally compatible with SM (QW-SM). In our previous work10, we 
obtained that QW-SM needs 3.79 times less messages than BFS and 2.44 times less messages than SM to obtain a 
same recall, and QW-SM needs 16 times less effort to obtain the same recall, both cases when the relevant items 
taken into account have very high answer relevance. One of the drawbacks of QW is that the addition of delays 
increment the time needed to satisfy the information need, as can be observed in Figure 1. QW and QW-SM need 
6.3 times more simulation steps to close a question than BFS. The objective of using a short term memory for each 
agent is reducing this increase of time needed to close a question without losing relevance nor increasing the number 
of messages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1. Time needed to close a question for each algorithm. 
Time needed to close a question (in simulation steps) 
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3. Problem to Solve: query routing for social search in unstructured P2P social networks. 
Query routing for social search in unstructured P2P social networks aims to satisfy the information need of the 
users through requesting other users, or their agents. Considering the relevance of the answers received is as 
important as considering the time needed to obtain these answers, and the cost of obtaining these answers. 
The relevance of the answers can be measured considering the relevance of the answers received until the 
question is closed. We consider that a question is closed when an agent considers the answer relevance of the 
answers received in a given moment is enough to satisfy the information need of the requester. For example, an 
agent might consider that the information need is satisfied with few high relevant answers or with a more answers of 
lower relevance. The measures we use for measuring the relevance of answers are the recall and the precision. The 
recall is theoretical measure yet not useful in practice because it requires full knowledge about the number of 
relevant items in the system, that normally is not possible to know. The recall is the proportion of the relevant items 
retrieved from the relevant items available in the whole social network. On the other hand, precision considers how 
many items are relevant out of the retrieved items; In our experiments we take the first three answers received to 
measure the precision.  
The time needed to satisfy an information need can be measured as the time-elapse between the questioner agent 
sends the question until the last answer needed to satisfy the information need is received. 
The cost of obtaining the answers can be measured with the effort that the user/agent put on solving the 
information need, which is estimated as the number of messages that the system uses.  The best behaviour, far of 
being realistic, would consist in requesting only to one agent the question which was able to answer immediately 
with the best answer. It is not possible to be sure of obtaining the best answer without requesting all users and 
evaluating all answers. Moreover requesting directly the best candidate for question answering would require that 
the agent was able to communicate with her and she will attend the request: we consider that agents only attend 
requests sent by their acquaintances. In real scenarios, usually the answer quality would be directly proportional to 
the number of messages and the waiting time, while the objective is to maximize the answer quality and reduce 
waiting time and the number of messages. 
We consider that there are mainly two approaches to improve the answers relevance and reduce the answering 
time and the number of messages at a time. The first one is improving the social network, while the second one 
consists in improving the query routing algorithms, or using the query routing algorithm that bests suits the 
application context. In this paper, we consider the query routing algorithms only, and more specifically the case that 
agents can handle all the messages and requests that they receive at each simulation step. 
From the algorithms seen in section 2 we consider that the faster algorithm is BFS, as the time needed to close a 
question is twice the distance from the requester and the further required answerer. The drawbacks of this algorithm 
are that it requires many messages and the relevant answers that are far from the questioner agents may not be 
obtained or considered. Asknext reduces the number of messages at the cost of increasing the time needed to satisfy 
the information need, the time is increased as it uses delays in the question propagation, the number of messages is 
reduced as it uses stop messages, and the answer quality is equivalent to BFS. Question Waves uses delays in the 
question and answers propagation; this approach has many benefits, as reduces the number of messages and increase 
the answer relevance, but also it has an important drawback: it is needed more time to close a question. Question 
Waves provide the best answer relevance and the minimum number of messages from the algorithms considered, 
but it is far the slowest algorithm. In this paper we would try to improve Question Waves speed, although that the 
solution provided may reduce slightly the answer relevance and increase the number of messages.  
4. Using Cache as Agent's Short-term Memory 
4.1. The Principal of the Proposal Short-term memory 
Smyth et al.2 note that 70% of the time users are searching for information previously found by their friends or 
colleagues. 
Recently, we discussed that one of the motivations to sending back the message to the inverse path that the 
question followed, was the possibility that all the agents in the chain may have the opportunity to learn the answers6.  
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With these regards, the idea of this paper, is to temporarily store the answers passed through each agent. We 
believe that the fact of temporarily store the answers by using agent’s short-term memory can reduce the number of 
messages at the same time that reduces the time needed to satisfy the information needs. 
4.2. Using LRU Cache as Short-term Memory: 
In the previous studies (BFS4, Asknext6 and Question Waves10); the answer stored only in the answerers so when 
several agents request the same question, they need to get the answer only from those answerers. This principle 
makes the social search slower due to query-routing duration to get the answer. 
To solve this problem, we embedded a short-term memory to each agent. So when an agent receives an answer 
which is not in its knowledge base, it will add this answer to its short-term memory; and the agent can reuse the 
answer when a related question is received. The process, that each agent access to its short-term memory will be 
detailed in section 4.3. 
The principle of the search agent's short-term memory is based on the basic and useful cache technic called least 
recently used cache (LRU Cache)12. The LRU cache evicts the element that was accessed least recently when the 
cache is full.  
The rationale for choosing the least recently used element is, if an element has not been accessed in a while then 
it may not be accessed again, based in the principle of temporal locality. Each time an element is accessed we check 
if it is in the queue and remove it and place it at the back of the queue. Therefore, the least recently used element is 
always at the front of the queue. We consider that has sense to implement the short-term memory as a cache LRU, 
as the items accessed are refreshed by the agent, and the ones that are not in use at the end are forgotten. In the 
social search case, a cache element could be composed of: a question, an answer, an answerer (an agent who 
answered the question), question effort, date of answer. 
4.3.  Agent’s Answer Retrieving Process 
When a question arrived, the ordinary search agent will look in its knowledge base (KB).  If it did not find the 
answer, then it forwards the question to other agents. But if it find the answer, agent needs to decide whether to send 
its answer only (high confidence case); or to send its answer and also forward the question to other agents (low 
confidence case). Figure 2 illustrates the answer retrieving process of the agent without short-term memory. 
  
 
Fig 2. The answer retrieving process of search agent without short-term memory. 
In the case that we embedded a cache to each agent, the process to retrieve the answer will be illustrated as 
Figure 3. The process is slightly different from the agent without cache. The answer will retrieve from the cache 
only when there is no answer in the agent’s knowledge base or the agent did not confident in its answer. 
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Fig 3. The answer retrieving process of search agent with short-term memory (LRU cache). 
It is important to mention that a question composed of two parameters: question value and questioner id. An 
answer composed of four parameters: question value, answer value, answerer id and confidential level of the 
answerer. 
On the other hand, when an agent using cache receives an answer, it will put the answer to the cache before 
transferring the answer to other agents. 
4.4.  Using Effort for Optimization 
Cache was believed for long time to reduce the traffic and increase speed to retrieve the information especially in 
computer networking. But the problem of the cache is how to know the information in the cache is still relevant. 
To increase the relevance level of the information, two solutions should be considered. First solution is the agent 
need to inform others agents if its answer was updated. Second solution, the questioner can put more effort to the 
question that need strong relevant answer. It means that the question with more effort will not get the answer from 
the cache but from the original answerers. The first solution will give the best relevance answer in the cache but it 
will perturb the traffic of the network if million agents occurred and it is not the goal of our studies. In this paper, we 
use the second solution to optimize the answer retrieving process of the agent with cache. The process is illustrated 
in the Figure 4. 
The different between the agent with cache (Figure 5) and the agent with cache and with effort optimization is 
that when retrieving the answers from the cache, the agent need also to compare the effort of that question stored in 
cache (effortCache) with the effort of the input question (effortQuestion). If the effortQuestion is bigger than 
effortCache, the answer in the cache will not consider and the question will be forwarded to another agents. But if 
the effortCache is bigger, the answers in the cache will be sent to the questioner.  
In this case, the input question composed of three parameters: the questioner id, the question value and the effort 
value. Moreover, each answer stored in the cache must contain five parameters: the question value, the answer 
value, the answerer id, the confidential level of the answerer and also the effort value of the question stored in the 
cache. 
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Fig 4. The answer retrieving process of search agent with cache and with effort optimization. 
5. Simulation Data and Implementation Details 
For our simulations we used the same data that in our previous works6,10, it contains 19,463 questions distributed 
in 387 users. Questions are distributed randomly between the steps 1 and 1,000 of simulation. All of the simulations 
end at step 2,000. We run 20 instances of each configuration. 
As a result, the number of questions is 19,463, and there are 387 users. We used SN110 as social network. SN1 
has 3089 links, a clustering coefficient of .53, an assortativity of .0401, an average path length of 3.02 and a 
diameter of 5.  
How many relevant answers are per question is represented in Figure 5, while Figure 6 represents the frequency 
of the questions.  
 
      
 
 
 
Fig 5. Number answers with a relevance of χ (a). (b) shows the accumulated representation, or answers with a relevance =>  χ. 
Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems data, is adequate for social search simulation, as this 
recommender systems can be seen as Social Feedback Systems 3. 
Collaborative filtering (CF) is used to recommend items that similar users have liked. CF is based on the social 
practice of exchange opinions. In the 1990s, GroupLens worked with this family of algorithms13,14, leading a 
research line on recommender systems that expanded globally because of growing interest in the Internet. Usually, 
these systems rate items between 1 and 5. Pearson's correlation14,15 can be used to measure the similarity between 
users. In this paper we will use QW as in10. 
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a) Answers/Question with χ similarity b) Answers/Question with similarity =>  χ 
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Fig 6. Representation of how many times questions are repeated. 
 
6. Results and Discussion 
The results that we consider that should be analyzed are the number of messages, the time needed to close an 
answer, the precision and the recall.  In Table 1 we show the relative differences from not using cache and using a 
cache of 2000 answers. 
 
Table 1. Relative difference of applying a cache of 2000 answers. 
 Effort No Effort 
 
Time 
Messages 
Precision 
Recall 
 
SM BFS QW QW-SM 
-16.84% -11.17% -13.45% -13.23% 
-27.6% -2.9% -6.95% -15.01% 
1.02% 0.18% 2.69% 2.61% 
-14.59% -14.24% 1.68% 1.64% 
 
SM BFS QW QW-SM 
-29.09% -19.95% -18.77% -18.78% 
-38.9% -3.07% -9.09% -20.92% 
-2.41% -0.66% -0.12% -0.13% 
-25.35% -25.05% -0.91% -0.96% 
 
   
We can observe that applying a cache without Effort, reduces more the time needed to close an answer and the 
number of messages, but there are higher loses of precision and recall. The results also show that applying effort 
there is no loss of precision and the recall is only decreased for SM and BFS. The algorithm that has higher decrease 
of time and messages is the SM. We consider that BFS and SM have a high drop of recall using short term memory, 
and it will not be available at all. In the other hand, QW and QW-SM have a small loss of precision in recall when 
cache without effort is applied and when they use an effort cache, the precision and recall increases slightly. The 
decision of using a cache with or without effort in the case of QW and QW-SM will depend on the context; if the 
small reduction of relevance (precision and recall) is assumable then is better to use the cache without effort. 
We also observed that the number of messages is more reduced in the algorithms that use stop messages (SM and 
QW-SM) 
7. Conclusions and Future Work 
From our experiments we can obtain that using short-term memory in agents reduces the time needed to satisfy 
an information need, and at the same time reduces the number of messages needed. But in the case of the algorithms 
SM and BFS there is a considerable reduction of the recall, although that the usage of a cache with effort reduces the 
decrease of recall, it also provide less improvement in the reduction of time and number of messages.  
In the case of QW and QW-SM the decrease of relevance is small, and it is increased slightly when an effort 
cache is used. We consider that if the small loss of relevance is acceptable it should be better to use the cache 
without effort for QW and QW-SM.  
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Number of times that the question is repeated 
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The time needed to close a question using the short-term memory is 18.77% lower in the case of cache without 
effort, and of 13.23% lower in the case of cache with effort; QW with short-term memory is still slower than BFS 
and Asknext. Considering QW-SM and QW, in the case of cache with effort the recall increased 1.9% and the 
precision a 2.6%; in the case of cache without effort the recall decreased a 0.96% and the precision a 0.13%. In the 
case of QW and QW-SM our experiments show that the reduction of relevance with this data is smaller than a 1%, 
while the speedup can be improved a 19.78%. 
As future work, it should be studied the possible loss of relevance due the un-updated answers contained in the 
cache, that will not contain the most fresh information available, this feature will depend on the context, and can be 
taken into account deleting the answers in the short term memory after a time period. Other approaches based into 
improving the social network to speed-up the results also will be considered. 
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